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Maine Peace Action Committee

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

T

he Maine Peace Action Committee
(MPAC) was founded in 1974 with a
special focus on ending the war in
Indochina. MPAC has been concerned with our
society’s violent and militaristic nature, which is
manifested in a lack of humane and progressive
values and a tendency towards solving problems
via destructive means.
Our general orientation takes the double focus
of analyzing and opposing militarism, or the
efforts to use nuclear weapons and other military
means to solve human problems, and imperialism,
or the efforts by powerful nations to use economic
and military means to impose their will upon less
powerful peoples.
Our nation’s pursuit of these policies undermines its ability to deal with the needs of its own
citizens and places us in greater danger of war.
Our tax dollars are used to develop first strike
capable weapons and to support repressive
regimes abroad. Consequently, there are fewer
dollars available for needed human services both
here and abroad.

Table of Contents

If we direct our energy and other resources
into weapons systems, there is little left for
creative solutions to problems such as the world
food and fuel shortages which threaten our
survival.

imperialism and proposing alternatives to these
policies.

We have seen human needs are neglected by
an existing government, and when that government represses groups attempting to meet those
needs, violent upheaval has resulted. Our government’s military economic support for such repressive regimes has embroiled us in armed conflicts
which have escalated to full scale war and could
mean inevitable global destruction.

1. unite people within our group

We support efforts to deal with each of these
problems since we see them as resulting and
contributing to an economic and political system
over which most of us have little control.
We in MPAC believe that while none of these
efforts by itself can bring about a completely just
society, together we can work toward more
comprehensive solutions. We feel that we can
best contribute by challenging militarism and

We find we can act effectively if we focus on a
limited number of specific issues and campaigns.
We need projects which can:
2. provide opportunities for action resulting in
measurable achievement
3. link our efforts with national campaigns; and
4. demonstrate the dynamics of militarism and
imperialism.
For our activities to be successful, we need to
educate ourselves about issues, analyze the
contributing factors, investigate alternative solutions, decide strategy for implementing alternatives, and share our understanding with the
community to enlist their support.
MPAC believes that people united and working together can redefine our values and change
our approach to problems so that we shall be able
to live in a free and creative society; indeed, such
efforts are imperative if we are to survive.
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RELATIONSHIPS, SERVICE, GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION

O

ur society values money and material
objects over relationships. For this
reason, many of us are alienated and
unhappy. Charles Eisenstein, author of Sacred
Economics, says that money and material things
have replaced real relationships with the people
in our community and that we have come to
believe that we don’t actually need people. The
result is that we can purchase and sell things to
others without really seeing others or ourselves as
human beings, but rather as objects.
Consequently we feel alienated and insecure. In
my past I have certainly often been unhappy and
alienated in my experience, and I still struggle
with anxieties and other hindrances to deeper
connections and friendships with others.

I have been lucky enough to have been introduced to different ways of thinking and living
that are based on learning to live in ethical ways
conducive to forming friendships and caring for
the other. Through learning more and committing to return to an ethical intention no matter
what blunders and difficulties I have experienced,
I have established real friendships with others and
nothing in my life has ever felt as good. I have
learned that not money, nor material objects, nor
even personal fame will fulfill me because they are
not what I really need. What I need is what I
believe we all really need, and that is meaningful,
loving connections with other people and with
the rest of life on Earth. In this article, I will
discuss the harm in living a money and object
obsessed life, the importance of primarily valuing
relationships and living with an attitude of service, and I’ll mention the opportunity that the
Occupy Movement presents to us.
Let me clarify that money and material things
are not inherently bad. We all need sufficient
access to clean water and healthy food, we all
need adequate housing, healthcare, and a living
wage from a meaningful job. Material things
make life possible as well as enjoyable, such as
when we cook locally grown vegetables with
others for a pot luck dinner. Money is a very practical means enabling us to come together with
others in a market to trade our unique skills and
things. Adequate amounts of money and material
goods for everyone are necessary for there to be
global peace and justice. However, money is a
means to make life livable and more enjoyable
and life should never become primarily a means
to make more money or accumulate more.

I think it’s a worthwhile venture trying to
understand how we got to this point in human
society as well as all of the various forces involved
in how and why we have become so alienated
from each other. I am no expert on this, but I am
interested in learning more because I find it
necessary in the pursuit of self-knowledge.
Basically, as I understand, humans at some point
in history began to worship money and power
over others. This translates to a mode of being in
which one seeks to accumulate and possess more
and more and to use and exploit other people and
things. This mode of being became the norm for
European society and is seen in how European
colonists came over to America and exploited
and conquered the native people into oblivion.
The native people of this land didn’t understand
how the Europeans related to land and each
other. Common questions from the native’s
perspective were, How could anyone own the
land? And, Why do the Europeans keep wanting
more and more; aren’t they ever satisfied?
Our society likes to talk about freedom a lot,
but I don’t think we’re really free if we are caught
in a system where our lives are structured around
the pursuit to make more money, own more
things, and consume more things. We have been
conditioned in this system to want these things
and to think that these things are what makes for
a good or successful life. I represent a prime
example. When I was in high school I wanted to
work on Wall Street so I could own a Porsche and
other nice things. When my parents told me I
needed to like what I did for a career I said,
“You’re wrong. So long as I have money I’ll be
happy.” That’s why I chose economics as my
major. However, with further experience I came
to realize that those values were actually a great
part of what kept me from forming the friendships
that make for a fulfilling day-by-day existence.
Looking at the consequences of obsessed
worship of money and objects, we see how it
causes great harm and suffering, first of all to the
self, because it leaves the self in a relationally
disconnected, love-less, never satisfied state, and
second, to the rest of life on Earth, because other
people and forms of life become merely means to
be used to reach one’s goal, obstacles, or threats.
We are living in a world with a vertical, hierarchical power structure that has a relatively few
number of individuals at the top who are the
chief worshipers of money, material, and power.
The structure of our society is rooted in their
values and ways of living based on accumulating
and consuming more and more. In order for our
society and other “developed” societies to function as they do, with extreme inequality and the
over-production and consumption of massive
amounts of unfulfilling, unhealthy and dangerous
material goods, there necessarily are so many
people around the world who suffer and die from
exploitation, war, famine, thirst, disease, etc. Coexisting with all of this needless suffering is the
emotional suffering of those who have the mate-

rial goods necessary for life but are lacking the
loving connections and purpose of caring for
others which makes for a fulfilling life.

Right now I believe our society and world is at
a pivotal time and it would not be right to say
that this is just like times earlier in history.
Environmentally, the world is in terrible danger.
The endless growth system of massive fossilfueled based production and consumption cannot
continue. The United States is spending most of
its money on the military and wars and the richest one percent of Americans own almost half of
the nation’s financial wealth. Students in
America collectively are over a trillion dollars in
debt, and there are not enough jobs for graduates.
We have never seen this before in our history.
This situation is drastic, but I feel hopeful because
of the transformations seen around the world as
seen in the social uprisings which began last year
with the Arab Spring and continue around the
world today, especially seen in Occupy. I see this
is an opportunity for us to get in touch with what
we really matters, each other, and to leave behind
the system built around the obsessions for material things.

So, here we students are, in college, trying to
figure out what we’re going to do for the rest of
our lives, or at least, just next, after we graduate.
I think this is the perfect time for us to search for
how we can best serve the community and be a
part of this transformation. Of great importance
in this search for purpose, fulfillment, and self is
learning to live according to principles of morality. Ways of life demonstrated and taught by
Gandhi and the Buddha have been of great help
to me in my life. Minimize harm to all beings, live
simply, be truthful, be loving, be thankful; these
are ways of living that I value.
Changing the way we live, our habits, our
routines, our ways of relating to self and others is
very important, but just as important is the work
See Transformation on Page 3
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ness, irritations, and all the other unnecessary yet
woesome experiences of being stuck in ourselves.
For those of us who have enough material nourishment, learning how to think and act based on
the needs of others is a sure way of leaving behind
a lot of unnecessary personal suffering. With the
fulfillment from living ethically and selflessly
serving the community, I know we will not want
material excess.
Transformation
(continued from Page 2)

that connects us to the community. I believe that
each of us has gifts within us that are meant for us
to share with the community, and it takes some
effort and intention to look within and bring
them out. There are innumerable jobs and skills
required in the process of transforming our
culture to a culture of peace. Everyone has a role
to play, and Gandhi believed that it is our duty to
serve the community through our work. Also, I
think we need to have this role. We need to be
needed, we need a purpose. The more we put
ourselves into the work of helping the community, the less we are concerned with the self and
thus the less we are caught in anxieties, loneli-

Lastly, I’ll say that I am very excited for the
Occupy movement this spring, summer, and
beyond. Occupy truly is part of a global transformation, and as I said earlier, we really have no
choice because life as we know it cannot
continue. I think that we will see action and
participation grow and spread, and not just in
encampments. The movement is not about the
encampments, it is about the ideas and acts of
resistance which are aimed at transforming our
system to one that is sustainable, just, and fulfilling for all. I urge everyone to be involved where
ever you happen to be, because each of us is
connected to each other and the issues, and
doing this activism work is a great way of establishing these connections with each other that we
all need.
—Dan White

www.peacectr.org
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PACIFISM

S

ince the Maine Peace Action Committee
has “peace” in its name, does this mean that
MPAC is a pacifist organization? In larger
terms, does this mean that MPAC as a peace
education and action group is a nonviolent
organization? What complicates answers to these
questions is the fact that MPAC, since its founding in 1974, has been a pluralist and inclusivist
organization dedicated to peace, but there have
always been members who believe that under
extreme circumstances, war may be necessary to
bring about peace. In larger terms, MPAC has
always focused on resisting violent and militaristic priorities and policies and working for
constructive nonviolent alternatives, but there
have always been members who believe that
under some circumstances, violence may be
necessary to bring about greater nonviolence.
This article, with a focus on the role of religion in
approaches to pacifism, will attempt to clarify the
meanings and arguments for pacifism in order to
answer questions about peace, nonviolence, and
justice as significant for any of our values, priorities, practices, and goals.

violence and establishes loving, compassionate
nonviolent relations. Similarly, pacifism is often
interpreted as completely negative (against war)
and passive (refraining from warfare). But many
proponents emphasize that pacifism is not
passivism, and that pacifism includes active
resistance to war and working for true peace that
is more than absence of war.

The Term “Pacifism”

S

ome of the complexity and confusion about
how one regards pacifism arises from the fact
that the term “pacifism” is defined in many ways
and with a wide range of connotations and functions. Pacifist perspectives include diverse positions that often contradict each other on moral,
religious, pragmatic, and other grounds.
Surprisingly, the term “pacifism” only gains
widespread use starting in the early twentieth
century. It comes from the French pacisfisme, from
pacifique (pacific, peaceful). This indicates the
central meaning and most common use of “pacifism” as referring to strong principled opposition
to war and warfare. Frequent formulations of
pacifism’s opposition to war include the belief
that disputes between nations are to be settled
peacefully without recourse to war and principled
refusal to engage in military activity. At the other
end of the spectrum, “pacifism” is sometimes
given a wider meaning, in which it is identified
with nonviolence and involves opposition to
violence and killing of any kind.
The terms pacifism and pacifist nonviolence
often share one feature, frequently raised by critics, and sometimes dismissed by proponents as a
misinterpretation. Nonviolence is interpreted as
completely “negative” (against violence) and
passive (refraining from committing violence).
But nonviolence is also presented by Mahatma
Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and many others
as an active, transformative force that resists

Different Pacifist Positions

T

here are diverse moral and religious positions
identified with pacifism. On the one hand,
there are absolute or unconditional pacifisms.
Warfare, killing, and harming others are always
immoral and unjustified. On the other hand,
there are relative, qualified, contextualized pacifisms. They embrace fundamental principles
opposed to war, killing, and other violence, but
they recognize that warfare and other violence
are sometimes necessary for resolving conflicts.
This is how just war theory functions for some
antiwar religious and moral pacifists, who reluctantly grant the need to qualify their pacifism
using criteria to limit killing and violence.
“Nuclear pacifism” illustrates a relative qualified
pacifism not entailing opposition to all warfare,
but only to the development, threats, and uses of
nuclear weapons as a means for resolving
conflicts.
Pacifism, secular or religious, is usually based
on strong moral claims rejecting war and warfare.
Moral principles and analyses vary widely, leading
to different pacifist formulations. Many pacifist
positions, including most absolute pacifisms, are
based on deontological claims: One has an
unconditional duty to oppose war and warfare.
Other pacifist positions are based on utilitarian or
other consequentialist criteria. Adopting a
general pacifist principle leads to the greatest
happiness of the greatest number, as in rule utilitarianism, or analysis of specific conflicts and wars
leads to particular contextualized pacifist
responses as producing the most beneficial

results, as in act utilitarianism. One may also
embrace pacifist principles as regulative ideals
and then insist that they always be applied relatively, imperfectly, and pragmatically to complex,
particular, contextualized conflicts.

Pacifism and India’s Traditions of Ahimsa

W

hile religious pacifism is found throughout
the world, as in formulations of relational
harmony in indigenous cultures, including some
American Indian and African tribal perspectives,
and in Chinese Taoism, the major source for religious pacifism is in India’s philosophies and religions, especially their emphasis on ahimsa (not
harm, nonviolence). Ahimsa is related to the law
of karma and need to become liberated from
entrapment in causally interconnected karmic
chains of violence. Gandhi maintains that ahimsa
is the essence or highest realization of all true
morality and religion and that Hinduism’s greatest contribution to the world is nonviolence.
Nevertheless, Hinduism has a mixed record on
nonviolence and pacifism. For 1,000 years during
the Vedic period, there is little emphasis on pacifism in Hindu scriptures. Gods and goddesses are
often violent and warlike, and devotees pray for
vengeance and victory in battles. Nonviolent
pacifist teachings begin to appear in scriptural
passages, including the Yoga Sutra (with its ahimsa
vow), justifications for vegetarianism and tolerance, and spiritual models of renunciation of
involvement in the karmic world of violence and
war. The most famous modern proponent of
ahimsa, Gandhi, with his nonviolent philosophy
and method of Satyagraha (truth-force, loveforce, soul-force), even interprets his favorite
text, the Bhagavad-Gita, as “a Gospel of
Nonviolence,” and adopts a strong pacifism,
rejecting his earlier position that some war is
justified, even while refusing to be a violent
combatant.
See Pacifism on Page 5
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Pacifism
(continued from Page 4)

Hinduism gives rise to two philosophies and
religions with stronger commitments to pacifism.
Jainism, founded by Mahavira about 2,500 years
ago, has the strongest commitment with primary
emphasis on ahimsa and related doctrines.
Acknowledging that some violence is unavoidable, even in its strict vegetarian diets, Jains
adopt a strong nonviolent and pacifist emphasis
on minimizing harm to all sentient beings.
Buddhism, founded by Mahavira’s contemporary Siddhartha Gautama (“the Buddha”), is
more influential emphasizing ahimsa and
nonkilling, especially in its early teachings.
Construction of the false sense of ego, with its
cravings and attachments, leads to our worldly
condition of suffering, violence, and war. The
Buddhist King Ashoka provides an exemplary
model of conversion to pacifist and nonviolent
ethical rule. Later Buddhism, while avoiding
extreme violence and war found in Western religions, becomes more complex and contradictory
as it spreads throughout Asia, often violating
stricter rejections of killing and war. But there
remain Buddhist pacifist models, as seen in
contemporary pacifism of the Dalai Lama and
Thich Nhat Hanh and strong antiwar and antinuclear struggles led by Buddhist monks.

Pacifism and Western Religions

T

he Hebrew Bible is not a pacifist scripture,
and God and Jewish devotees are often
portrayed in violent and warlike terms. At the
same time, Judaism contains some of the
strongest pacifist formulations in world literature,
especially in dramatic antiwar peacemaking
teachings of Isaiah and other Prophets, emphasis

Page 5

on shalom, “Rabbinic Pacifism,” and later formulations, including nonviolent martyrdom. In
general, while upholding moral and spiritual principles rejecting war and working for peace, most
Judaism acknowledges the need for violence and
even war in responding to extreme violent
threats.

nant Christian perspectives do not uphold religious and moral pacifism. In many cases, they
promote qualified perspectives, especially
through just war positions, and in other cases,
they embrace militant justifications for religious
violence and war that reject pacifism as immoral,
cowardly, and irrelevant.

Christianity has a wider, more influential,
complex and contradictory record on pacifism.
Many Christians view Jesus as the absolute pacifist with unconditional nonviolence grounded in
selfless love (agape). Many view key Biblical
passages, especially the Sermon on the Mount,
and the early Christian Church as expressions of

Islam, on the whole, is closer to Judaism
regarding its approach to pacifism. One can find
numerous resources for nonviolence and pacifism
in passages of the Qur’an, emphasis on salam,
nonviolent martyrdom, and basic teachings of
many Muslim theologians, mystics (especially
Sufis), and several smaller sects, such as

The Hebrew Bible is not a pacifist scripture, and God and Jewish
devotees are often portrayed in violent and warlike terms. At the
same time, Judaism contains some of the strongest pacifist
formulations in world literature...
pacifism. Catholic theologians, mystics, and Papal
doctrines often extol peace and reject war, as do
many formulations central to Eastern Orthodoxy.
Especially noteworthy is Christian pacifisms of
Protestant “Peace Churches,” including
Anabaptists, Mennonites, and the Society of
Friends (Quakers). More recent influential
Christian pacifists include Leo Tolstoy, Albert
Schweitzer, A. J. Muste, Dorothy Day, and
Desmond Tutu. Best known is Martin Luther
King, Jr., who focuses his Gandhi-inspired nonviolent movement toward more antiwar pacifism
late in life.
Although Christian nonviolent and pacifist
models and values remain significant today, domi-

Ahmadiyya Muslims. However, on the whole,
dominant Islamic formulations have not
endorsed strong pacifist positions, since they
recognize the need for violence, both internally
within one’s society as punishment and externally
for defense and defending the faith. Some recent
Islamic groups glorify uses of violence and violent
martyrdom through militant holy war of jihad,
but most Muslim leaders and followers, embracing major Islamic principles and teachings,
including those on jihad, reject such killings and
holy wars.

The Contradictory Positions of Religions
on Pacifism

R

eligions express powerful, influential, controversial and contradictory formulations of
positions supporting or rejecting pacifism. On the
one hand, religions have a long history of
supporting and justifying kingly rule and other
forms of state power, including the use of military
and other coercive force, political and economic
conquests, and justification, even glorification, of
warfare on moral and religious grounds. On the
other hand, one can find nonviolent values and
principles, including formulations of pacifism, in
virtually all religions. In a relatively small number
of religions, with their founders, mystics,
prophets, and sects, pacifism is central and sometimes unconditional. In a larger number of religions, pacifism is secondary or completely
marginalized.
What often results in religions, from these two
contradictory positions, is a significant tension.
Basic nonviolent and pacifist principles and
teachings are often ignored or devalued as
impractical and not realizable in this violent
world of conflict, war, and evil. However, one can
also find considerable evidence of how pacifist
perspectives continue to provide powerful
critiques and resources for transforming immoral
and irreligious relations of conflict, violence, and
warfare.

See Pacifism on Page 6
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Pacifism
(continued from Page 5)

How Pacifism and Nonviolence
Challenge Us

F

or most of us with deep commitments to peace
and justice, pacifism and nonviolence express
central positions reflecting our values, attitudes,
practices, goals, and ways of being in the world
and relating to others. What challenges us is the
fact that pacifism and nonviolence do not provide
us with some pure absolute blueprint or formula
that can then be applied simply and perfectly to
our complicated contextualized world of
violence, conflict, and war.
Over 98% of our physical, psychological,
economic, political, cultural, religious, and
educational forms of violence, our personal and
societal conflicts, and our wars are humanly
caused, conditioned, and hence preventable.

our nonviolent and pacifist ideals and values
effectively to particular contexts of conflict,
violence, and war. In almost all cases, we respond
violently or even engage in warfare because we
are not mindful and aware of violent causes,
conditions, and alternatives. Often we are not
sufficiently caring, compassionate, and ethical.
Often we do not recognize the potential and
power of forces of nonviolence, love, and justice.
Usually we are not sufficiently dedicated to
exploring alternative, nonviolent, preventative,
transformative practices and solutions.

Bangor, March 2007, Judy Rusk photo

Committed to peace and justice education and
activism, always upholding the regulative ideals
of nonviolence and pacifism, we work to expose
and resist all of the humanly caused suffering and
to offer nonviolent and peaceful transformative
alternatives.
At the same time, we recognize our human
imperfections and how difficult it can be to apply

Maine contingent at peace rally in Boston, 2009

Nevertheless, in some extreme cases, such as
an overtly explosive situation of a violent person
shooting someone or rapeing someone, there may
be no viable nonviolent alternative or solution.
Specific limited violence to stop the killer or
rapist may be necessary. It may be the most
nonviolent alternative available.
Even in such exceptional circumstances, we
can still uphold the values and ideals of nonviolence. We resist glorifying violence, since its use,
when unavoidable or necessary, is tragic. It should
sadden us since it reveals our failure to embrace

nonviolent preventative measures and to live
peacefully and nonviolently. Always upholding
our ideals of nonviolence, we can limit the intensity, duration, and suffering caused by our
violence, and we can do everything in our power
to transform the humanly caused conditions that
gave rise to the violence.
My position is that even in our complicated
and messy world of conflicts, violence, and
warfare, nonviolence and pacifism are invaluable
in our personal lives and in our struggles for peace
and justice. Nonviolence and pacifism function as
invaluable regulative ideals, providing a direction, hope, and meaning to our lives.
—Doug Allen
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THE ROLE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS IN PERPETUATING
VIOLENCE, POVERTY, AND THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM

F

or middle class Americans, considerations
about the problems of the world rarely
expand beyond the realm of who will win
the Super Bowl, the utter drudgery and boredom
of working a desk job, the rising gas prices and, as
a result, the unfortunate sacrifices of having to
cut back on online shopping and dining out. In
this consumerist reality of TV distractions and
celebrity gossip, it can be very difficult to remember that we human beings are living on a spherical planet, hurtling through a seemingly infinite
space alongside hundreds of billions of other
celestial bodies; a planet with different landmasses and oceans, one that is covered with an
endless variation of life forms spanning from
microscopic organisms to giant deep sea squid; a
planet that is, quite surprisingly, inhabited by
more than just Americans. So blinded are we to
the phenomenal fact of existence in the Universe
that we have become a tragically self-centered,
individualistic, uncompassionate, wasteful, and a
violent society of people. Our lifestyles inherently
require that a majority of the world population
live in poverty and starvation, require the
destruction of forests, the pollution of oceans, air,
and soil, the large scale slaughter of billions of
living beings every year for food, and the extreme
brutality of warfare waged on foreign countries
rich with wanted energy. Perhaps the blindness is
a self-inflicted protection against the horrendous
reality of what we as American citizens demand
of the world in order for our high level of convenience and luxury to be maintained. Regardless,
the truth of the matter is at hand, and the need
to come to terms with our place and our history
on this planet has never been more important
than it is now.
There has been much time, energy, and
thought put into interpreting our current position
in the cycle of human development. For the
purposes of this essay I’ll be using the philosophical efforts of a man by the name of David
Schweickart, and the writing by another philosopher named Thomas Pogge.
Today, the current relationship between the
rich and poor exists as such: “The top 225 individuals now have wealth equal to the combined
income of the bottom 47% of the world’s population. That is to say, the average wealth of one of
these rich individuals is equal to the income of
ten million people earning the average income of
the lower half of humanity.” These are staggering
statistics. How can such enormous disparities
between the rich and the poor exist? Rather than
going into a detailed historical re-cap of the past
five hundred years, I’ll distill the answer down to
one word: Capitalism. Today “the global poor live
within a worldwide states system based on internationally recognized territorial domains, interconnected through a global network of market
trade and diplomacy.” This globalized economic
system has us all intertwined in a complex relationship of consumption and production. For us
westerners, food is abundant and living condi-

tions are luxurious. We thoughtlessly go about
our days working and buying, working and
buying, our houses slowly filling with television
sets, computers, plastic doohickeys and comfy
furniture, unaware that for a majority of the
Earth’s population “survival often crucially
depends on our consumption choices.”

position where our very existence violates the
human rights of a majority of the world population. However, after a more careful consideration
of the present state of things, one can come to a
very interesting and empowering conclusion
about our place in society. It becomes clear after
some thought that without us, the system would
cease to function. Without us, the powerful elites
would lose all their power, for the power is really
in our hands. We just happen to be loaning it out
to the kings at the present moment.
But even after coming to this conclusion, the
solution has not been found. What can we do to
change things? It’s not as easy as just having an
epiphany and writing some words down in an
essay. We need direction. We need some action
we can take towards change that will have tangible effects on the status quo.
Pogge attempts to provide something like this
by presenting what he calls a “moderate
proposal.” His suggestion is that “those who make
more extensive use of our planet’s resources
should compensate those who, involuntarily, use
very little.” This compensation would take the
form of a Global Resources Divided or GRD.

Here the middle class finds itself in a strange
position. Our role in perpetuating poverty around
the world is integral, and yet our control over the
situation is almost non-existent. As American
citizens we represent, and are a part of the “affluent” class, and yet those who are in power are just
a few super-wealthy individuals living completely
separate lives from us. These people “have been
using their power to shape the rules of the world
economy according to their own interests and
thereby have deprived the poorest populations of
a fair share of global economic growth.” We have
benefited from this situation, yet we haven’t
actively made any of the decisions or shaped any
of the rules that sustain it.
The finger can easily be pointed at the wealthy
elites, and blame would be rightly placed.
However, our continued ignorance of the situation and our passivity in the face of such poverty
are what allow it to continue. Essentially all of us
in the middle class are the cogs in the capitalist
machine that make the whole thing work. We are
the consumers. We work the jobs to make the
money to buy the food, the clothes, the toys, the
TVs; all of that stuff packaged in cardboard and
plastic that we throw out; the ocean of trash that
gets dumped into landfills every day just so we
can go round and do it again. All of the energy we
poor into the system through hard work and
wages spent eventually gets channeled into the
hands of a powerful few at the top.
At first this thought is extremely angering. We
are essentially slaves to an oligarchy, forced into a

In Pogge’s words, “This proposal envisions that
states and their governments shall not have full
libertarian property rights with respect to the
natural resources in their territory, but can be
required to share a small part of the value of any
resources they decide to use or sell. This payment
they must make is called a dividend because it is
based on the idea that the global poor own an
inalienable stake in all limited natural resources.”
See The Middle Class on Page 8
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The Middle Class
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While the GRD would certainly help the
poorer people living on the planet, it wouldn’t in
any way solve the problem of poverty itself. The
underlying cause of the problem is in the way the
global economic system is structured, and throwing a little more money at the poor people who
suffer because of this structure is like putting a
few band-aids on a large gaping wound.
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exist, and that as human beings we are here to
help one another, to smile and to laugh. Slowly
more and more of us are experiencing these realizations of simple yet profound truth. Computers
and the Internet, two of capitalism’s most incredible technological accomplishments, are helping
to speed up the process of awakening. The wealth
of knowledge that has been accumulated over the
course of known human history; all the philosophy, religion, writing and thought is right now

A new paradigm is emerging. Ironically, the industrial age of
capitalism, greed, and warfare has helped to shape it.
Schweickart doesn’t think Pogge’s solution is
adequate either, “so long as capitalism remains
the dominant economic order, the situation is not
going to improve much, if at all, and may well get
worse.” Unfortunately, Schweickart doesn’t offer
any concrete solutions himself; at least none in
any great detail, none that we can begin working
on right here and now.
This is where the great challenge of our time
begins. As middle class Americans we have a
responsibility to end the injustice of the capitalist
system. After all, the change is never going to
come from the top, and those below do not have
enough resources to fight back for themselves.
The time to wake up is now. We can no longer
ignore the destructive effects our lifestyles have
on the environment, and on our fellow human
beings.
Fortunately the change is beginning to
happen. A new paradigm is emerging. Ironically,
the industrial age of capitalism, greed, and
warfare has helped to shape it. The shift from the
old paradigm begins on a conscious level with a
move from the concept of selfishness to that of
selflessness, from the idea of dominance to that of
collaboration, and from the mental state of fear to
that of love. This shift occurs each time an individual recognizes their place in the infinitely
complex system of nature, sees that all things are
connected and equal, that neither time nor death

being transferred into digital information and
shared at a speed approaching that of light. All of
this information is accessible to those of us lucky
enough to have been born into the wealthy industrialized societies. These technologies have also
increased the speed and flow of communication,
and the spread of new ideas is permeating every
Wi-Fi connected corner of our society. The
impact of this on our culture is actively taking
shape and can now be seen on many levels.
If the shift of consciousness has already
happened for you then the next step may be
unsure. A task as daunting as re-imagining our
entire societal structure, and then implementing
those imagined changes can stop a person cold in
their tracks. One would be right in thinking that
the difficulties that lie ahead are of great magnitude, however the most fundamental and important step is the conscious realization of things as
they are and the acceptance of this harsh reality.
The rest is a process of discovery on how to integrate the new paradigm into the present moment,
your daily life, and to begin positively influencing
those around you in order to help the expansion
of peace, love, and giving within the current capitalist system, and to help continue the transition
towards a new cooperative based system of
compassion.
—Devon Cole

WIDENING EGO
BOUNDARIES

I

n the United States we have been conditioned to believe that we are all separate,
autonomous individuals. Our educational,
cultural, legal, economic, and political systems
all promote and perpetuate this sharp
dichotomy between self and other

Creating adversarial relations between
people in all areas of life
Our day-to-day interactions are often oppositional, me against you instead of me and you.
This view of self in my opinion is both inadequate and dangerous. Tight ego boundaries set
up around oneself can quickly lead to the
marginalization and even dehumanization of
others. In fact, we have seen this manifested
countless numbers of times in our past and
continue to see it today. We oppress and exploit
workers in “developing” foreign countries like
China and India; we alienate workers in our
own country through top-down business structures; we demonize the homeless and impoverished as being lazy; we weigh students down
with so much debt that upon graduating they
becomes slaves to it.
We can’t survive much longer as a species
living through this paradigm. The truth is that
survival of the human species depends on each
of us understanding that our fates are intertwined. This isn’t just some spiritual proclamation; it’s a fact. Economic globalization has
made it so in the midst of one day we depend on
most of the world for the things we eat, drink,
and consume: “It really boils down to this: that
all life is interrelated. We are all caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality, tied into a
single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one
directly, affects all indirectly.”
Martin Luther King made this statement in a
Christmas Sermon in 1967. Today his words ring
truer than ever. We all must work towards
widening our ego boundaries to include more
than ourselves. We must become awakened to
the fact that our own happiness is not separate
from the well-being of others; it is indeed
dependent on it. This may be a difficult task
given many years of conditioning in a society
that glorifies individuality, but until collectively
we can understand and feel the interconnectedness of life, we will never truly have peace.
—Chris Moylan
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OUR COMMON EVOLUTION

T

oday it seems that a lot of people do not
actively give much consideration to the
evolutionary processes of life, unless they
are an evolutionist or involved in respective fields
of study. I think it is dangerous for masses of
people not to care to understand that our
common evolution depends entirely on what we
each do, think and feel at each moment. In some
ways technology has served to distract us from
taking responsibility for how we conduct our
lives, providing a convenient escape for our
attention. It is as if to some it seems like human
evolution has ceased or peaked somehow. As if
we have reached our maximum potential as a
species and the only progress left to make is to
create a super computer or robot that has a
higher consciousness than ourselves. It makes me
wonder why we want to live in a world where we
replace human life, love and care with the impersonal coldness of robots and wires.

The Mind-Body Connection

I

am unconvinced that super-conscious technology will be humanity’s biggest accomplishment
if it turns its back on its own kind in the process.
There is no reason for us to create such suffering,
because we will continue to evolve, so long as our
bodies and minds remain intact and healthy
enough to survive. We have so much potential, so
who knows what we will morph into as we ascend
our evolutionary path. Here is my concern the
way we are living right now is irrevocably polluting our genetics with illness and disease. This is
happening through the pollution of the environment upon which we depend. Thriving is an integral aspect of life, and we see this in the wilderness and places we have not maimed by irresponsibly-managed unsustainable practices. What
kind of future are we leaving to our children
when we do not take personal responsibility to
maintain our health and that of the life around
us. These questions stare me in the face every day,
so why is it that so many people appear to be blind
to them?
To answer this, I will begin by saying that there
is an unbreakable link between the body and the
mind. They always accurately reflect each other’s
state of health. Many of our problems today are
direct results from being born into and growing
up in an environment that cannot support physical and mental health. Have you ever been seriously emotionally upset, and found that your
body becomes ill and nervous? Diseases flourish
when there is dis-ease of the mind. If our bodies
are not clean and clear because of pollutants, our
minds are not clear to think about what I might
call our “natural” responsibilities to one another.
As a society we have been derailed from the experience of life as healthy natural beings in a
healthy natural environment. The majority of us
experienced the right to a healthy environment
until fairly recent in human history.

“We are not the most evolved we have ever been, and that is
one of the blinders that has stopped us from imagining that the
ancients could have been far smarter than us.”
—Dr. Carmen Boulter,
University of Calgary

Natural Wisdom

A

s industry brings us deeper into science and
technologies that destroy our environment,
we move further from the natural wisdom of our
planet—wisdom that our ancestors evolved with,
plentifully enmeshed in. And why not acknowledge the Earth’s wisdom? It cannot be a simple
thing to exist for 4 billion years, and to give rise
to so many hundreds of thousands of vibrant
species of life. In our worship of convenience, we
think we are “progressive.” A good example of
this would be our obsession with automobiles.
There are at least three to five advertisements
every commercial break that punctuate shows.
That industry makes billions of dollars, entirely
for the sake of profit and at the expense of the
world’s oil reserves. How is this progress if we
engage in actions and practices that kill the
Earth? (This ultimately means that we are
committing suicide.)
It is doubtful that we are making any real
headway in understanding life if we feel such
tragic apathy for it. This way of being destroys the
goodness and beauty in our lives. We cannot
claim to be more intelligent than our ancestors,
when our actions demonstrate that we don’t
remember how to live on our planet in a mutually
beneficial manner with all creatures living here as
well. How much abuse and misuse can our planet
handle before the ability to sustain life dies? If this
happened our technologies would not be able to
outpace our certain demise for long. Yet again, I
do not believe this will be the legacy of
humankind.
We have challenged the healthy functioning of
our planet, and while many think it is beyond
repair, I would suggest that is not the case at all.
We created the problem, so we have the power to
fix it. We can do this through acting together to
preserve and respect life, in other words we need
an attitude adjustment. If we caused these problems by destroying and disrespecting life, it makes
sense that switching our behavior to protect and
respect life will undoubtedly improve the survival
of future life on our planet and I think this is what
should be the most important to our societies.
Why should we doubt our success in doing so,
when it has been demonstrated by our elders that
it works to provide so many more with simply
what they need to survive. We will need to give
up wanting more than what we require for
survival. This will make life much more simple,
how refreshing that would be.

Humanity is going back to its roots, armed
with the knowledge acquired in the modern age
with which to implement toward a greater good.
It is not my intention to romanticize our ancestors or the indigenous peoples as if they had all
the answers and that we should live exactly as
they did. It is simply my opinion that if we used
their practices and altered them to use our technological and scientific knowledge, we could save
our planet from disaster.
I have experienced that when people become
aware of the extent of harm and pain we are causing the world, they often choose to become stewards of the Earth, not exploiters. If this is simply a
matter of becoming conscious of our environment again, what I ask, do you think is holding us
back from realizing this essential knowledge of
how to live on our own planet? That by the way
is how we literally lived until the industrial revolution. Our attention has been captured wholeheartedly… or should I say no-hearted, as our
carelessness has proven.

The Monkey Wrench in the Collective
Mind

I

propose that our social disarray is partly due to
masses of people being subjected to multiple
realities which make for big distractions from
what needs our care. The most harmful being
virtual reality, which I consider to be anything
See Common Evolution on Page 10
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that is seen on a screen as compared the reality of
the world outside technologies. One thing blaring
at us constantly through screens are advertisements that constantly promote and justify our
destructive consumerist culture. To give an example I heard a Walmart ad on Pandora Radio say,
“when it comes to your personal care products,
it’s all right to be selfish.” This does not send the
kind of message that makes a person think about
what it took to create, package and ship those
products to Walmarts all over the country. It does
not make a person think about other people.
Perhaps it is done intentionally so—it makes one
believe that thinking about oneself and trying to
save money is priority number one.
Consider how much energy we lose to fuel
these businesses and corporations so they can
produce an artificial reality for us to believe in.
Notice how in nearly every advertisement, people
try to capture what it is the human heart needs,
such as happiness, abundance, and love, to name
a few. These entities claim, or feign to claim, that
they possess all the virtues and advantages that
the people exemplify and revere as good or desirable. For example, on a bag of Lays Potato chips,
the company claims there is “happiness in every
bite!” Advertisements like this appear harmless,
but if people are not careful and they give up
judging the chips for themselves, someone else
has succeeded in deciding their experience and
opinion for them.
Marketing advertisers have put obscene
amounts of time and money into studying human
psychology. Their goal is to understand and
manipulate human emotion in order to get our
money, which can translate into our time and
energy (a.k.a life) because we spend enormous
quantities of both in the pursuit of money. Their
products are persuasive, and everywhere we are
encouraged that everything is fine, keep shopping. That is what President Bush told us after
9/11. America, don’t grieve or pray-shopping will
heal our nation. Does all this stuff really make us
“happy” and more connected to the things that
matter most in life? Or in the pursuit of this stuff
are we sacrificing relaxation, exploring and
making memories with friends and family? Is
eating that bag of chips superior to the feeling you
get when you cook your own dinner, possibly with
ingredients grown by your own hand? But buying
those chips sure is made a lot easier than growing
your own food, and that is the intention.
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Transformation

T

he media have touted 2012 as being a catastrophic Armageddon for humankind. The
indigenous peoples of the world have a different
story to tell us. It is one based on their traditional
wisdom, garnered from living in intimate connection to the Earth and the mysterious powers of
the Cosmos. For this reason I feel compelled to
investigate and consider what they have to say
more so than a film. They provide evidence for us
to decide to believe that our entire world is going
to experience a massive evolutionary leap in a
good direction, not destruct. They describe a
“Shifting of World Ages,” wherein our planet will
exit an Iron Age and enter into another Golden
Age. All of life on our planet have undergone
rapid and dramatic change during the past couple
decades, and this is not a coincidence for it is the
energy of these times. Whenever our societies
experience life in the Golden Age, we acquire
deep intelligence in subjects such as cosmology,
architecture, and even science. These discoveries
are all inspired and guided by the close connection to spirituality, not necessarily religion, in
these times.
If one day soon the world
awoke to find absolutely no
advertisements or consumer
media of any kind, I feel like
our eyes and minds would
gradually open to the actual
condition of our physical
reality. We would be in a very
different, yet oh so familiar
state of being: we would go
outside to face all the people
with whom we surround
ourselves. All of the people
we see on television would be
gone, and I think that it
would be refreshing to once again see the faces of
people as they are in real life.
As we move deeper into the flesh of 2012,
there are people in positions of power and influence in the world who realize they must stop
participating in the reckless patterns of exploitation that make up the toxic culture of Big
Business. On March 14th 2012, Greg Smith, a
Goldman Sachs executive director, resigned from
the elitist bank stating clearly in his letter of resignation that the company’s leadership completely
lacked integrity and morality and that he wished
no longer to take part in it. “Today, many of these
leaders display a Goldman Sachs culture quotient
of exactly zero percent. I
attend derivatives sales
meetings where not one
single minute is spent asking
questions about how we can
help clients. It’s purely about
how we can make the most
possible money off of them.”

( Read more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2114829/Greg-Smith-resignation-letterGoldman-Sachs-exec-quits-firms-toxicculture.html#ixzz1pWnFCspg)
The behavior and motive of Goldman Sachs
can be seen in countless other levels of business
and government. It is obvious the primary
concern for these entities has been about making
money at the expense of people and their natural
resources. In other words they consume life for
the sole purpose of profit. However, the foundation these immoral leaders have made for themselves is cracking. The people upon whom they
depend are waking up to the corruption, scandal,
and financial terrorism that have been the wealth
of our societies dry. We refuse to allow this slavery and exploitation to be our legacy. Humanity is
on the cusp of an evolution into a higher state of
consciousness. This is visible in the countless
organized movements such as the Arab Spring
and Occupy Wallstreet, as well as much smaller
but equally dedicated organizations, such as
MPAC, who are making a fuss about the corrup-

tion and greed of corporate governments. We are
demanding that our systems be sentinels of equality and fairness.
We feel strongly compelled to regain our
balance with each other and our planet. As we let
more love and compassion shine outward from
within us, we become motivated to take responsibility for our thoughts, actions and feelings. We
know we must connect with and understand
these aspects of ourselves because they are the
fibers of our lives. By doing so, we actively create
our individual and collective realities instead of
someone else doing it for us, purely for the sake of
making money off you. We owe it to ourselves and
to our future unborn to envision and strive for a
world of peace and abundance for all. In order to
achieve a better life, we must orient ourselves to
habits and practices that naturally entail these
results. I believe that if we do this, we will create
a system that will work for everyone’s benefit,
instead of everyone working for a system that
benefits and empowers a select few.
—Jessi Clement
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THE FLAWS OF REALISM AND
THE REAL CAPABILITY FOR NONVIOLENCE

O

n several occasions, when
expressing my belief in the necessity of nonviolence in all dimensions of society, from international relations to relationships within a small
community, I have been met with sour
faces of disdain, considered to be “too
unrealistic.” This is not to say, though,
that the people who scoff at my ideas
actually believe that the violence is laudable and that nonviolence and peace are
detestable. In fact, I can say with some
certainty that the majority of human
beings, if given a theoretical choice
between violence and nonviolence, would
choose nonviolence. What many will say,
though, is that violence is a “necessary
evil.” When we move beyond theory into
the “real world,” we see not only that
violence is needed to secure our interests
and “peace,” but that violence is a part of
human nature, and thus not something
that we can hope to avoid.

This type of worldview, seen in much
of our Western world, is strongly influenced by the social-political “Realism”
whose ideas are best known from the 16th
century Italian philosopher Niccolò
Machiavelli and the 17th century English
philosopher Thomas Hobbes. There are
many other types of realism, such as philosophical realism, artistic realism, legal
realism, and more that do not not necessarily correlate with the type of realism
advanced by Machiavelli and Hobbes. For my
work here, though, when I refer to “realism,” I am
referring to the social-political realism that they
advanced.
Essentially, this type of realism argues that it is
human nature to be violent, avaricious, self-interested and competitive. As such, we live in an
atomized, individualistic world that is brutal and
dangerous because people use violent means in
order to satisfy their self-interests. In turn,
because of the harsh “reality” of the world in
which we live, we must allow a “Sovereign” or
ruler(s) to power over us. The great power of the
Sovereign will protect us from the many forces of
violence working against us, and because of the
perilous and adversarial nature of our world, the
only motivation to not infringe upon the interests
of security and safety of others is fear; specifically,
the fear of violent repercussions taken against
oneself. Thus, in order to have “peace,” we must
entrust our Sovereign with extensive power over
us and with the means of using many types of
violence to protect us, such as military force,
psychological manipulation, religious dogma, etc.
This type of realism also has also led to theory
in international relations. In this sphere, the
Sovereign can be viewed as the modern nationstate, and the same view of human nature and
necessity of violence in the pursuit of peace
applies. We see nation-states warring with one

Sadly, this realist worldview justifies so
much violence and insists that as human
beings, we cannot escape our “natural”
tendency to be individualistic, egotistical
and violent. But that is just the way things
are, right? The world is violent and it
would be “unrealistic” to think of it in any
other way?
Wrong. The realist worldview portrays
human beings in an oversimplified manner
that ignores not only our natural tendencies and desires for love, compassion and
cooperation, but also our potential to transcend cycles of violence that inhibit us
from knowing greater peace. Although
part of living on this Earth involves some
violence and the taking of life, we can
work to minimize this as much as possible;
the majority of the violence and suffering
that we see is not integral and quite unnecessary.
Furthermore, as you will see through my
comparison between realism and the
philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi, the realist
conception of “peace” is, in fact, quite
violent. As a result of this violence, realism
is ironically unrealistic; it fails to provide us
with constructive and sustainable solutions
to the myriad problems that our world
faces today.

another or manipulating one another in order to
serve their own “national interests,” such as natural resources and money, and doing so as a means
of ensuring the security and “peace” of their
people. Furthermore, any alliances or treaties are
tenuous, as they are established only for the sake
of preserving these interests, and can be broken if
they no longer serve this function.
As touched upon earlier, these theories are not
simply abstract; they have been applied to real life
and have had tremendous influence upon the
political, economic and social development of
various societies. Although realism is, of course,
not the only ideological force that has driven our
history, the dominant political, economic, educational and cultural institutions in our present-day
world are very much based upon this realist
conception of human nature, violence and peace.
We really do see nations warring and manipulating one another for the sake of their “national” or
self-interests. The international economic system
of capitalism functions on competition and
adversarial relationships. Many aspects of the
American education system serve to prepare us
for the competitive economy in which we will
need to think of ourselves first in order to
“succeed.” The mass media constantly reinforces
our apparent individualistic nature through
advertisements, sitcoms, movies and other mediums.

Violence, Peace and Human
Nature: Juxtaposing Gandhi and
Realism

A

s previously mentioned, the realist argument
maintains that there needs to be centralized
power for the Sovereign in order to avoid the
terrifying chaos that would “surely” come in the
absence of such power. Furthermore, the
Sovereign must be entrusted with violent means
in order to “protect” us and preserve the “peace.”
In modern times, the Sovereign is generally represented by a central government, corporation or
institution, and together these entities serve as
prominent conditioning forces in society, greatly
shaping our understanding of “how things are;” in
other words, they function as the dominant
“status quo.”
Although this dominant status quo is, under
the realist argument that plays a large role in the
workings of modern society, a way of bringing
about peace, Gandhi argued that the dominant
status quo of centralized power and violence is
not an effective way of bringing about peace;
while it can serve to prevent overt, physical
violence, the absence of this does not imply that
there is a state of peace. To better illustrate this,
let us examine Gandhi’s understanding of the
multidimensionality of violence.
When referring to violence, the majority of us
imply that violence is restricted to the realm of
overt, physical actions. This includes military
See Flaws of Realism on Page 12
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engagements, terrorist attacks, torture, rape,
assault, etc. However, Gandhi expanded our
understanding of violence by insisting that
violence is multidimensional. Violence can be
linguistic, psychological, cultural, political,
educational, environmental, economical, religious, etc. The overt, physical manifestations of
violence are indeed violent and need to be understood and changed if we are to work towards
peace. The absence of them, though, does not
imply that there is peace, as violence exists in
many other ways, and the other forces of violence
easily perpetuate due to their covert qualities.
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the establishment of relationships based upon
loving-kindness and compassion which is needed
for true and lasting happiness. It is also violent
because it justifies violent means, such as oppression and exploitation, in order to satisfy self-interests. Yet this educational violence is not
uncaused; it mutually reinforces, and is reinforced by the competition within our dominant
economic system of capitalism, our political
system, our cultural and social values, our relationship with the natural environment, our inner
psychological states, etc., all of which are violent
and perpetuate a cycle of violence when they are
dominated by competitive values.

The realist ideology, though, does accept that
there is more than physical violence; religious
dogma, inequality of wealth and the degradation
of the environment are all necessary tools of
violence that the Sovereign can use in order to
maintain power and secure “peace.” However,
what Gandhi uncovers for us through deepening
our understanding of violence is that the status
quo is violent because of the fact that numerous
actions of violence are normalized and justified.
When people suffer through the status quo of
alienation, fear, loneliness, avarice, racism, sexism
and classism without opposing these forces
because of a view that they are simply “how
things are,” then this situation is very violent. On
the surface, things may appear to be “peaceful”
because there is no overt actions of aggression or
physical violence, but beneath the surface, if
people are deeply suffering, then this is an
extremely violent situation.
Gandhi also maintained that the status quo is
structurally violent because of its expression of
unequal power relationships. Although the realist
argument would maintain that we need a strong
Sovereign, allowing for one or a small group of
people to have so much power over the masses is,
itself, violent. Entrusting such centralization of
power ensures situations of dominance, exploitation and oppression, as the ego will attach itself to
the feeling of powering over others, necessarily
leading to the use of these violent means in order
to sustain the power-over relationships. It is a
falsity to insist that such hierarchy and stratification of power will provide us with peace; if we are
being oppressed and exploited, then we are
necessarily not living peacefully.
Additionally, Gandhi explains that violence is
not only multidimensional, but interconnected,
with the many forces of violence mutually reinforcing one another. This further challenges us to
rethink how we normally perceive violence.
To better understand this, consider the educational violence that is commonplace in American
society. Through our education here, we are
taught to be competitive with one another in
order succeed in our careers. What this adversarial conditioning does is creates a “self-other”
dynamic in which we serve our own, narrow selfinterests at the expense of the interests of others,
or of the community, the society, or the world as
a whole. This is violent because it greatly harms
both ourselves and others, as we are deprived of

may, for some, be too overwhelming to bear,
resulting in the suppression and avoidance of
such knowledge.
However, Gandhi insisted that despite the
many forces of violence in our world, nonviolent
relations with one another have actually been
quite common.
As MPAC faculty advisor Douglas Allen
explained in his essay Peacebuilding Challenges
in the 21st Century: Gandhian Perspectives,
“Gandhi claims that history books emphasize the
history of powerful conquerors, tyrants, and
others who impose their will through violence
and war. However, Gandhi submits that this is a
false view of human history in the sense of how
most people live their lives and why we have been
able to evolve and survive. In most of our lives,
nonviolent peaceful relations are the norm, with
occasional violent interruptions.”
Indeed, not only do nonviolent relations with
one another serve to make us happier, they have
ensured that our species has survived. This was
true for the earliest humans, who needed to cooperate with one another in order survive the
dangerous, predator-filled African savannah, and
remains true today. As I will explain in more
detail later, our current situations of war,
exploitation, oppression, alienation, and environmental degradation necessitate an expansion of
our desires for love, compassion and cooperation
if we are going to continue to survive on this
planet.

The interconnectedness of violence is central
to Gandhi’s emphasis upon the connection
between means and ends. Essentially, he insists
that the means and ends are one: if we want
peace, we cannot use violent means, as this will
necessarily produce violent ends, which will in
turn become violent means creating more violent
ends and perpetuate a cycle of violence.
Although the realist argument would maintain
that violent means, such as war, economic
exploitation or competitiveness can be necessary
tools in bringing about peace, Gandhi rejected
this as a false understanding of reality.
Thus, in order to work towards greater nonviolence and peace, we need to foster awareness of
the multidimensionality, complexity and interconnectedness of violence. Through doing so, we
can work to get at the root causes of violence and
replace them with values of nonviolence, like
love, compassion, cooperation, forgiveness and
sympathetic joy. This will free ourselves from the
many cycles of violence so that we may know a
truer peace.
Doing this is, of course, is not a simple process.
Just like violence, the forces of nonviolence are
multidimensional, complex and interconnected,
and working to shift our values and the values of
society towards them can be very trying, especially when the dominant values of the status quo
continue to condition us violently. The very
discovery of the multidimensionality of violence

This perspective on human relations serves to
challenge the realist perspective of human nature
that we are all just individuals trying to serve our
own selfish interests, and that we are naturally
inclined to do so through the use of violence. Of
course, Gandhi did not have to be reminded of
the capability for humans to be violence; in fact,
as seen with his emphasis on the multidimensionality of violence, he found violence in many
places that realists would consider “peaceful” or
“nonviolent.” However, Gandhi also emphasized
that just as humans are capable of violence, we
are also capable of transcending to the higher,
moral realm of nonviolence. Just as we can be
aggressive and self-interested, we can also be
affectionate and sharing. Although this may seem
self-evident, when faced with the knowledge or
presence of the powerful forces of violence, many
of us forget our capabilities for nonviolence that
are needed in order to work against the evils of
inequality, racism, pollution, poverty and war.
Many of us will feel love, compassion, and joy in
another’s well-being, and then go on to justify our
oppressive political, economic and educational
institutions out of fear that they cannot be
changed. Within all of us, though, are the values
of nonviolence, and together we can realize our
potential and cultivate it in order to oppose the
forces of violence and transform our society into
one of greater love and nonviolence.
Central to our shift towards greater nonviolence will be compassion and love even for the
people like Machiavelli and Hobbes who championed the realist values that have brought our
See Flaws of Realism on Page 13
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under a realist ideology, like war, exploitation,
alienation and pollution, then we can see why.

Flaws of Realism
(continued from Page 12)

world so much violence, alienation, destruction
and suffering. This can come through an understanding of the powerfulness of conditioning; if
we are constantly socialized in a violent manner,
as Machiavelli and Hobbes likely were, then we
necessarily will develop violent ideologies and act
in violent ways. By understanding the power of
our conditioning, and the power within all of us
to transform into more nonviolent individuals, we
denounce the forces of violence without making
the person the enemy. This way of thinking and
acting is integral to Gandhi’s philosophy of nonviolence, as it fits within his means-ends approach
to building a more peaceful world. If we use hateful and violent means to challenge the authority
of the violent people in our society, then we will
necessarily produce violent ends, which will
perpetuate the cycle of violence and inhibit us
from knowing a greater peace.

Realism: Realistic or Unrealistic?

I

t has been shown that realism depicts the world
in an oversimplified and delusional sense.
Although there is certainly a multitude of
violence, realism limits our understanding of
violence and peace, and does not recognize our
potential to be more nonviolent and loving
people. Thus, we can see that realism is somewhat inaccurate in its depictions of violence,
peace and human nature.
Additionally, realism is, in contrast to its
name, extraordinarily unrealistic. If we look at
the values and actions that could be justified

Let us consider the reckless military spending
by the United States. According to War Resisters
League, in 2013, eighty-nine billion dollars will be
spent for the wars in the Middle East. And 516
billion dollars will be spent on past military
expenditures, which includes veterans benefits
and interest on the national debt which has come
through America’s long history of costly wars.
Now, I am not arguing against veterans benefits;
in fact, I would suggest that more resources be
spent to rehabilitate the many veterans who
come home physically, psychologically and
emotionally wounded. Doing this would better
ensure that war veterans do not come home and
perpetuate unnecessary cycles of violence
because of their trauma. However, I must
contend that it is unrealistic to think that we can
continue to spend billions and trillions of dollars
on war and not expect any tragic repercussions.
We have already seen that spending such
amounts has sunk our nation into tremendous
debt, inhibiting us from spending money on the
education and healthcare that we all really need
to be living happier lives. We have also seen that
our wars in the Middle East have caused unnecessary and exorbitant suffering with millions of
deaths, immense harm to the natural environment, and the essential annihilation of local
culture, among other things. In turn, all of this
suffering produces the conditions of fear, alienation, anger and resentment that allow for violent
religious fundamentalism and terrorist organizations to form. Through war, we have been
producing the very things that we intended to
eliminate, and it is unrealistic to think that we
can continue to perpetuate such debt and human
suffering forever.
Let us also consider our deep attachment to an
industrial agricultural system. For years this has
provided the U.S. and other nations with very
cheap food. However, the continuity of this
system has relied upon two key ingredients: cheap
oil and access to a plethora of water. As environmental activist author Bill McKibben explains,
though, in Deep Economy, water shortages are on
the horizon for several major nations, such as
China, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, and India. And all
of the cheap oil needed to sustain the colossal
machinery-intensive farms and the transportation
of food across the world is also slowly, but surely,
running out. Essentially, it is a fallacy and surely
unrealistic to think that we can continue to infinitely extract resources from
a planet of finite resources. A
system of locally-based agriculture is much more practical, realistic and nonviolent.
As local agriculture requires
less water, due to the smaller
sizes of farms, and far less oil,
because workers could
replace machinery and the
food would not be transported thousands of miles
across the globe, these farms
cause substantially less pollution than their industrialized

counterparts, thus reducing the violence that has
been done to our Earth and ourselves through
industrial waste. Global warming threatens the
continuation of our existence on this planet, but
through a shift to local agriculture, I believe we
will be taking a needed step in the effort to fight
against it. This is not only because local agriculture lessens our impact upon the environment,
but because it will allow more people to get in
direct contact with our Earth, thus breaking
down the “self-other” dynamic that has justified
its exploitation.
However, a realist ideology may contend that
the use of military force is imperative in order to
secure resources and to ensure that one’s nation
remains in a favorable position to power over
other nations. It may also insist that the continuity of a system of industrial agriculture is realistic
because that is the way in which things are now,
and it allows for those in control of the system to
serve their self-interests of massive profits; serving
self-interests is simply who we are as human
beings, and cannot be avoided.
However, it is clear that to perpetuate militarism and our system of industrial agriculture
would be unrealistic as they are incredibly unsustainable. In fact, any belief that the continuity of
any form of violence can be sustained is unrealistic, not only because it is expensive and can lead
to false perceptions of the infiniteness of Earth,
but because, as seen with the Arab Spring and
Occupy movements, people will only tolerate
such violence and suffering for so long. If we are
going to realistically continue co-existing with
one another on this planet, we need to
strengthen societal values of nonviolence.

Final Thoughts

W

hat I see to be the fundamental flaw with
realism is the self-other dynamic that it
creates. This allows space for the justification of
violent means. This is not to insist that there is
never a place for violent means; even Gandhi
maintained that in certain instances, such as
witnessing a rape, one must intervene with the
use of physical violence in order to prevent a
greater violence from occurring. The overwhelming majority of conflicts, though, can be resolved
through nonviolent means.
However, when we do have to use violence,
the violent action should never be glorified or
looked upon with pride, as there has been a failure for there to be the nonviolent conditions
needed to prevent the necessity of immediate
physical violence that will surely cause suffering.
When we are immersed in only our own selfinterests, we tend to glorify our use of violent
means because they have allowed us to satisfy
these interests. As Gandhi exemplified, though,
not only through his words, but through his many
years of commitment to nonviolent resistance in
the struggle for Indian independence, we do not
have to remain forever attached to much of the
violence within our nature. We have within all of
us the capability of connecting with the nonviolence that we naturally desire and need in order
to live happier, more fulfilling lives.
—Eric Collins
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Maine Peace Action Committee
Art-a-Thon
MARCH 28, 2012

O

n Wednesday, March 28th, a broad group of people gathered in the
Union at the University of Maine to creatively react to violence
and injustice and express solutions of peace. Those gathered included
University students, professors, young children, and older activists. The
attendees drew, made buttons, listened to music, and silk screened two
poster editions with the guidance of Kenny Cole and Nora Tryon of
Southern Maine. The cover of this newsletter is one of those posters. All
of the artwork on the following two pages (with the exception of
Caroline Robe’s watercolor) was created the day of the event.
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Caroline Robe
Libya II
Watercolor
April 2011
I created this watercolor in April of 2011 when the Arab Spring was at its peak. It seemed like a series of fantasy revolutions—so
broad, so sweeping, and in the beginning, relatively peaceful. However, violence continued long after the excitement left the
airwaves. This image is of war in Libya but could easily be a projection of present-day Syria or even (still) some parts of Libya. The
sandy, tonal, haphazard images of violence that emerged from the conflicts aligned perfectly with my feelings towards the conflicts
themselves. I talk about revolution and I talk about peace but violence around the world remains a surreal mystery, a singular point
of contemplation in my otherwise peaceful everyday existence. Expressing this sentiment, I amplified the otherworldly quality of the
news images. Howling sand, tumbling debris, and billowing fabric became a series of rather mysterious paintings reflecting my
confusion and disconnect. A year later, that confusion and disconnect remains—coexisting with a hope for resolution.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY

I

n complying with the letter and spirit of applicable laws and pursuing its own
goals of diversity, the University of Maine shall not discriminate on the
grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, including transgender
status or gender expression, national origin, citizenship status, age, disability,
genetic information or veteran’s status in employment, education, and all other
areas of the University of Maine. The University provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities upon request.
Questions and complaints about discrimination in any area of the University
should be directed to Karen Kemble, Esq., Director of Equal Opportunity, ADA
Coordinator, Title IX Coordinator, Rehabilitation Act Section 504 Coordinator,
University of Maine, 5754 North Stevens Hall, Room 101, Orono, ME 044695754, telephone (207) 581-1226, TTY (207) 581-9484.

O

!

The Maine Peace Action Committee has its general
meeting every Tuesday at 3:30 PM in the Virtue Room of
The Maples Building on the University of Maine
campus. Meeting times and dates may change. MPAC
often has subcommittees working on topics of special
interest to current members. MPAC also organizes film
series, speakers, teach-ins, workshops, concerts, reading
groups, demonstrations, and other peace and justice
actions. For more information on MPAC, call 581-3860.
If you are interested in peace education and activism,
please join us.
http://www.umaine.edu/mpac/

pinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of
individual members of MPAC and other university
and community activists. They do not necessarily
express the views of other MPAC members or of the
group as a whole. We know that other readers may not
agree with all that is stated in this issue, and we encourage your response.
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Please return to:
Maine Peace Action Committee, Memorial Union, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469

Town/State/Zip: .........................................................................................................................

Mailing address: ........................................................................................................................

Name:.........................................................................................................................................

q I’m short on cash now, but please keep me on your mailing list.

q Here’s an extra contribution to help pay for the Newsletter. $ ...........................................

q Here’s $5.00 for my annual subscription.

Yes! I’d like to continue to receive the MPAC Newsletter!

e trust that you have enjoyed reading past issues of the MPAC Newsletter. If you have not renewed
your subscription or have not made a contiibution to MPAC during the past year, please return the
following form to us. (Please make checks payable to Maine Peace Action Committee.):
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